You deserve a factual look at . . .

The Unrelenting and Virulent Hatred of the Arabs
Will peace ever be possible under those conditions?
After more than sixty years of statehood, Israel is a lone outpost of Western civilization and its values. It is the staunchest ally
of the United States in that part of the world – a bulwark of democracy. The Arab nations surrounding it are a swamp of
terrorism, corruption, dictatorship, and human enslavement. But the hatred of the Arabs against Israel and against all Jews is
so abiding and so virulent that peace, at least for the foreseeable future, seems unattainable and most unlikely.

What are the facts?
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features. Egypt’s government-sponsored Al Akhbar
Israel, ill-advisedly, vacated Gaza. It was rewarded with
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The sad but irrefutable conclusion is that only the complete
for the glory of God, no matter what sacrifices that might
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entail.
satisfy the Arabs and most of the Muslim world.
Mortal hatred against Israel and against the Jews is taught
Mortal hatred and the “Big Lie.” The “Big Lie,” invented
to Arab children from the very first grade. Children are
by the notorious Joseph Goebbels of Nazi infamy, is a
encouraged to sacrifice themselves as martyrs and to become
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This bottomless hatred, a hatred that pervades the Arab world in all strata of society and is incessantly fomented by Arab
governments, including those supposed to be “at peace” with Israel, cannot be assuaged by negotiation or by making any
further “sacrifices for peace.” Nothing will suffice, except the destruction of Israel. The Arab states, having been unable in
over sixty years and in many wars to defeat and exterminate the Jews, are now feverishly arming themselves with
“conventional weapons” (easily purchased from the West, including, sad to say, from the United States), and are ardently
pursuing the development of weapons of mass annihilation. Just as the suicide bombers do not vacillate to sacrifice
themselves, one can safely expect that, once in possession of such weapons, the Arabs will not hesitate to sacrifice millions of
their own people in order to destroy Israel. Israel’s only course in the face of this almost certain prospect is to assume its
previous stance of unflinching deterrence and, as it once did in the destruction of the Iraqi atomic reactor at Osirak in 1981,
not to be inhibited by “international opinion” to preempt resolutely if it appears necessary to assure survival of the country.
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